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The only thing more solid than our pool finishes
is our reputation

Natural, durable and stain resistant

Pool finish formulas perfected over 18 years

Only installed by licensed, trained experts

Backed by a solid reputation for customer satisfaction

Pebble Technology International
15540 North 77th Street  Scottsdale, Arizona 85260

800.937.5058  Phone 480.948.5058  www.pebbletec.com



 Actual fi nish and water color may differ from printed samples. Variations in color, shade and exposure are normal. The water’s depth, angle of sunlight and surrounding landscape 
can all be determining factors. Actual fi nish samples produced by Pebble Technology, Inc. should be wet before viewing. Pebble Technology, Inc. strongly recommends viewing 
pools before deciding on a color. Your pool builder/installer may be able to provide pools to view. 

Disclaimer: Some colors contain seashells, such as abalone and mother of pearl. The shells are made up of material from seawater and from a living mollusk. Due to the nature 
of shell materials and variables of water chemistry, Pebble Technology, Inc. cannot guarantee the shell materials themselves against changes in color or brilliance. See warranty 
form for all limitations.
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Color uniformity of Pebble Fina® fi nishes
The application process of Pebble Fina may result in an unevenness of 
color or swirling effect. This is part of the intended look.

Bella Blue Acquos Grigio Cielo Blue Classico

Arctic WhiteWhite DiamondsFrench Grey Desert GoldBordeauxIrish Mist

3 distinctive textures. 40 brilliant colors. One great fi nish.     

Black Galaxy  

Star Dust Brilliant pulses of light dazzle the eye in an already stunning 
pool fi nish. Witness the refl ection of the suns rays giving off eruptive bursts 
of luminosity and evening lights exuded energy like stars in the night sky.
Star Dust is currently only available in Black Galaxy Pebble Fina.

Caribbean Blue - Pebble Tec

Pebble Sheen® brand pool fi nishes provide the 

natural beauty and durability of original Pebble 

Tec, combined with a smoother texture. 

Pebble Sheen pool interiors are lightly buffed 

to create a luxuriously refi ned feel with the 

look of rich granite.

Desert Gold - Pebble Sheen

Grigio - Pebble Fina

Pebble Tec® brand pool fi nishes deliver an elegant, 

long-lasting beauty combined with resilience and 

durability.  This original pebble fi nish is made up of 

naturally polished pebbles creating a texture that 

has a slightly bumpy feel with a non-slip surface.  

Its unique characteristics allow a pool to blend with 

landscaping and water features creating the most 

natural pool imaginable.

Pebble Fina® brand pool fi nishes combine old world 
elements with new world technology producing a 
smooth fi nish and classic appearance. Reintroducing 
silica and other natural materials into the cement 
mixture reinforces the durability of the fi nish. The 
addition of colorful aggregates and seashells from 
around the world enhances its unique beauty.


